The Raptor Reading Challenge is designed to encourage students to read a variety of genres. It includes three levels:

- **Level I** – Complete the center square by reading a book by an African American Author.
- **Level II** – Get a BINGO by completing any five squares in a row (horizontal, vertical, diagonal).
- **Level III** – The ultimate challenge – complete all 25 squares!!!

The challenge includes categories such as Graphic Novel, 1st of a Series, Short Story Collection, GBLTQ Main Character or Subject, Historical Fiction, Hispanic Author, Award Winning, Dystopian/Post-Apocalyptic Novel, Fantasy, Memoir/Biography, Poetry Collection, Science Fiction, African American Author, Published in the Last Year, Funny/Humorous, Sports-related Book, Non-fiction, Banned/Challenged Book, Written in Verse, Asian Author, Scary Book, Character or Author with Disability, Re-read an Old Favorite, Native American, and Romance.

Write each completed book’s title & author in the appropriate square above. Share your progress by posting pics of you and your books using the hashtag #rchallenge. If you read titles that qualified for more than one box, well done! It is A-OK to use the same book for multiple categories. Happy reading!